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Where do you live?
I live in a small village called Dreghorn, North Ayrshire in Bonnie Scotland.
Scholars suggest Dreghorn is Britain's oldest continuously inhabited village!
When did you start dancing and how did that happen?
It was suggested to me that I should try line dancing as a fun way to
exercise. I went along to a local class and that was it, I was hooked! Here I
am 24 years later still dancing the days and nights away.
What is the first dance you ever learnt?
Can't be certain as my memory is not what it once was.... I believe it may
have been Elvira.
Where is the most unusual place you have ever line danced?
Last year following a line dance weekend in Skipton. My bestie Lee Hamilton
and I explored a cave under the Yorkshire Dales and danced a wall of
Mamma Mia! Why Me? The Woo Woo's echoed all around us off the cave
walls!!!
Does anyone else in your family have the line dancing bug? If so, who?
My partners Mother, Isabel whom was the person to suggest linedancing to
me, danced over 20 years until giving up due to ill health. Isabel enjoys
hearing about the events that I attend and I pass on well wishes from
dancers that know her.
What does line dance mean to you?
Life can be challenging. When I line dance, I feel free. I'm able to let go and
enjoy myself. Fun and friendship is what line dance means to me.
Describe yourself in 1 sentence.
I am a fun-loving, outgoing friendly person with a hint of crazy!
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Do you have any advice or tips for anyone wanting to start with line
dance?
The best advice I could give about line dancing is literally anyone can do it.
Come join the fun on the floor and lets party :)
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What kind of music do you like?

We line dance to all genres of music which is great, however, I love a show
tune from the musicals You Can't Stop The Beat, The Phantom of the Opera,
Defying Gravity, Cabaret to name a few.
10) Which dance step do you like the most?
Basic nightclub anywhere in a choreography but especially as the first step
of a dance. A sweep is my second most liked, a sway my third. You only
asked for one step but I'm greedy. I love shimmys and hip bumps too. Lol
11) Which dances are in your top 3?
1. Heavenly Cha – Dee Musk
2. The One You’re Waiting On – Maddison Glover
3. Accidentally On Purpose – Heather Barton
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